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Background

◼ Service Objects

❑ 2813 users from >10 Experiments

◼ Seperated Computing Clusters

❑ HTCondor for HTC

◼ A main physical pool and an additional vm pool

◼ 3 remote sites(chengdu, daocheng, ustc)

◼ ~ 18,000 cpu cores in total

❑ SLURM for HPC

◼ 4000 CPU cores and 94 GPUs
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Motivation & Purpose

◼ Unify the submission entrance

❑ different batch systems, separated pools and remote sites

◼ Pre-check submission conditions

❑ username, group, resource

◼ Prevent some basic problems

❑ file permission, file non-existence, …

◼ Simplify and localize the usage of computing cluster

❑ Our users are used to the simple command-line usage of submission

❑ Some specific situations of submission or interaction required
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The role of HepJob
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Structure of HepJob
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Only deploy on the submitter machine
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HepJob commands
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◼ Commands

❑ submit, query, remove,…

❑ hep_sub, hep_q, hep_rm,

❑ hep_clus, hep_edit, hep_release

❑ …

◼ implemented with argparse

module of Python

◼ Wrapping with C language



Templates for complex submission condition

◼ Pre-define some specific requirements

◼ Simplify the submission command 

◼ E.g., with the altlasbm template,                
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Routing Job to the targeted destination (1)
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Routing Job to the targeted destination (2)

◼ Store the routing table in a json file

❑ ../config/resource.json
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Pre-check for HTCondor

◼ Requirements Check:

❑ accounting_group

❑ max_memory

❑ max_cpu

❑ operating system

❑ singularity

❑ job universe

❑ site

❑ …
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◼ Problem Check:

❑ output/error file existence

❑ job script file existence

❑ job script executable 

permission

❑ submission permission

❑ job amount limit 

❑ correct environments

❑ …



Connect to SLURM through HepJob
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SLURM plugins for HepJob
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◼ Query job with hep_q:

Use Case

◼ HepJob helps user do a lot:

❑ Normally, submission just need
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◼ Delete job with hep_rm:



Execution Time Consume Test

◼ A simple test to submit 100 jobs via hep_sub and condor_submit

◼ Time Consume:

❑ hep_sub takes around 100 ms for each submission, while condor_submit takes around 

40ms

❑ The time consume of hep_sub for each submission can be acceptable
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Current Application Status

◼ Serving since 2015

◼ Experiments supporting

❑ BES, JUNO, DYW, CMS, LHAASO,…

◼ Batch system supporting

❑ HTCondor, SLURM

◼ Pool supporting

❑ physical, virtual, mpi

◼ Sites

❑ IHEP, daocheng, chengdu,…
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Summary

◼ HepJob is a lightweight submission frontend toolkit:

❑ command-line usage

❑ easy deployment

❑ supporting HTCondor and SLURM

◼ At IHEP, using HepJob:

❑ the multiple cluster entrances are unified

❑ some basic problems can be pre-checked and avoided 

❑ the usage case is simplified and customized

◼ This toolkit is under preparing to open source
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Thanks!
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